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I
f you have been a reader of this column for any amount of
time, you know Bonaire, PJ4, is one of my favorite DXing
destinations.  I have had the good fortune of operating both

casually and competitively from this little island gem.
I have also been fortunate to have fostered many local friend-

ships over the years as a result of my visits. This is how the story
of PJ4D began.

In 2006 I was asked to be a team member that was planning
to operate in the CQWW SSB contest.  Having never been to
Bonaire, I thought it would be an interesting place to visit. 

During that DXpedition, I had the pleasure of meeting Hans
van Hese, PJ4LS, and Peter De Graaf, PA3CNX – now PJ4NX.

At the time Hans was the only active ham on Bonaire.  Peter
was a regular visitor to the island. In fact, he was in the process
of moving from The Netherlands to Bonaire.  

PJ4NX and I became good friends over the years.  At some
point Peter asked if I would be interested in participating in a
DXpedition when the Netherlands Antilles disbanded. Of
course, this was a no-brainer and initial plans were laid to acti-
vate a new DXCC when the time came.

DX WORLD

The PJ4D 10/10/10 DXpedition, Part I:
Getting to Bonaire Was Only Half of the Fun

By Kelly Jones, NØVD

Operators on Bonaire gather for an all teams photograph a few hours before the excitement begins. Front row from left:
PJ4LS (PJ4LS), K6AM (PJ4D), PE2KY (PJ4D), DL9USA (PJ4I), NØVD (PJ4D). Back row: PA3GVI (PJ4B), PJ4NX
(PJ4D), WØLSD (PJ4D), PE2MC (PJ4D), PA8F (PJ4B), PA8A (PJ4B), PG4M (PJ4D), PAØGMW. Arriving on the island
after the photo was taken were W4PA (PJ4D) and DJ8NK (PJ4N). The banner and t-shirts were provided by the Nippon
DX Association, a Bonaire 2010 sponsor. (Courtesy of NØVD)
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The Journey to 10/10/10
Determining that time was like spinning a roulette wheel.

There were several false starts with regard to the DXCC status
of the Netherlands Antilles.

In both 2007 and 2008 dates were set for the political
changeover.  However, as each date approached, something
would force a postponement.  Nobody should have been too
surprised by the fact the target dates could never seem to be
achieved, however. This is the islands, after all, where things
are laid back and time crawls.

Finally in early 2010, a potentially achievable date was
announced: 10/10/10.

Pushing Ahead
With this new target date, our plans began to progress. We

proceeded with caution, just the same.  We knew that chances
of this being another false start were high, but we were encour-
aged by things that we saw taking place on the island.  As far
as the big picture was concerned, the 10/10/10 target appeared
to be a date that all parties – Holland, Bonaire and all of the

PJ4D team members operating at the Radio Netherlands
Worldwide location as PJ4W included (foreground) Marco
Van Dijk, PE2MC; and (background) Peter De Graaf,
PJ4NX; Bert Van Oort, PE2KY; and Michiel Minderhoud,
PG4M. (Courtesy of PE2MC)

When shipping by sea container, precautions must be 
taken to ensure the equipment arrives in good shape.
“There is actually a bigger story with this,” NØVD said.
PE2MC “started running the amp without realizing 
there was bubble wrap inside. Shortly afterward, the room
was filled with the nasty aroma of melted plastic.” (Courtesy
of PE2MC)

Bonaire serves as a transfer station for various oil companies. Because the edge of the coral drop off is so deep, ships with
a deep drag can get close to the shore. (Courtesy of NØVD)
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other Netherlands Antilles islands –
could agree upon.  This gave us a sense
that it might actually happen this time.

While there were some bumps along
the way with regards to the political struc-
ture on Bonaire and in Holland, we kept
our fingers crossed and began planning
with full vigor.

It was always in the back of our minds
that the 10/10/10 date could be missed
once again due to some little political hic-
cup, but we knew that if we didn’t take
the viewpoint of “it’s going to happen this
time,” then we would be behind the eight
ball if and when the time came.

Assembling the Team 
A year earlier I had asked Ken Eigsti,

WØLSD, if he would be interested in
joining a team to PJ4 for the new DXCC.
He had indicated going on a rare
DXpedition or activating a new one had
always been a dream of his.  In fact, he
had purchased a Tennadyne T5 more than
20 years ago in anticipation of doing
something like this.  With Ken being an
RTTY guy, I knew he would be a valu-
able addition to the team.

I also asked John Barcroft, K6AM,
some time ago if he’d be interested in
putting Bonaire on the map as a new
DXCC.  John and I have operated sever-
al offshore contests together over the
years and I knew he would be an excel-
lent operator for the planned two-week
DXpedition.

Of course, John accepted the invita-
tion and our team was beginning to take
shape.

Many in the contest world will rec-
ognize the name and call of Scott
Robbins, W4PA.  Remember the 2006
CQWW contest I mentioned earlier?
Scott and I met on our way back to the
states after that contest.  He was com-
ing off the PJ2T effort while I was a
member of the PJ4E team.

As it turned out we had many things in
common and stayed in touch over the
years.  In the months leading up to the
DXpedition, Scott had mentioned that he
would like to come to Bonaire during the
event as a part-time participant.  Without
hesitation, he was added to our team.

One of the goals for the Bonaire 2010
DXpedition, as it had come to be known,
was to offer as many possibilities for the
DX world to work PJ4.  In the final QTH
layout we ended up with six locations on
the air.

However, unlike a traditional DXpedi -
tion, each location was responsible for its
own gear, operators, licenses, and so on.
This, of course, presented some very
interesting challenges.

For instance, some of the operators
coming to the island wanted to be more
of a cohesive group than others – in other
words act as a single DXpedition.  While
others wanted to be their own mini-
DXpedition.

In the end Marco Van Dijk, PE2MC;
Bert Van Oort, PE2KY; Michiel
Minderhoud, PG4M; and Peter, PJ4NX,

teamed with our group of operators to put
PJ4D on the air.

Now, the Heavy Lifting
Equipment presented an interesting

challenge.  I had hand-carried a fair
amount of gear to the island over the
years, but not enough to execute a 
full blown DXpedition – especially a
new one.

Our goal was to have two complete sta-
tions on the air from two locations.  There
was enough gear in storage for about one-
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and-a-half stations, but it was obvious to meet our goal of four
stations we would need to transport some equipment to the island.

Our first thought was for each team member to hand carry a
couple of pieces with him on the airplane.  However, we quick-
ly learned that in recent years the size and weights of allowable
luggage had significantly decreased.

In addition, it is now very expensive to check luggage of any
consequence.  In retrospect, I was glad I had taken what was
already on the island.  But the question remained, how do we
transport the needed gear there?

I am a believer in fate.  One of the reasons W4PA and I had
kept in touch over the years was that we were attempting to build
a DX/contest QTH on Bonaire.  During one of the business trips
to PJ4, Scott was forced to spend an extra night on the island
because his return flight had been cancelled.  Because of that
delay, he met a local on the island who owned an import 
business with her husband.  We always thought that contact
might come in handy, but we never realized how valuable it
would become.  

Bearing a yellow CARGO INTERNATIONAL sticker, one
of the FTDX-5000MPs amplifiers arrives on Bonaire from
Yaesu. (Courtesy of NØVD)

Vegetation grows very quickly on Bonaire. In just one week
this vine decided PJ4D’s dipole guy rope made an excellent
trellis. (Courtesy of NØVD)
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Their import business works closely
with a shipping consolidator based in
Miami, Florida.  As it turned out, all we
had to do was get our gear to Miami and
they would take care of the rest.  I quick-
ly assembled amplifiers, antennas, coax,
band pass filters and other miscellaneous
pieces of equipment that I knew were
needed and packed them for the voyage.

In Comes a Sponsor  
A few weeks earlier we had approached

Yaesu about sponsoring high-frequency
rigs for the DXpedtion.  At the 11th hour,
I received an email from Dennis
Motschenbacher, K7BV, at Yaesu asking
if it was too late for sponsorship, apolo-
gizing for delay in responding.

We were excited to learn that Yaesu
would provide us with whatever rigs we
needed.  So with just three days of wig-
gle room to spare, K7BV sent a shipment
of rigs to Miami that would arrive just
behind the load of equipment I had sent a
week earlier.

Shipping the Gear
Now our fingers were crossed and we

hoped that there would be no hiccups in
the sea voyage.  Containers from Miami
arrive once a week on Bonaire.  If for any
reason there was a problem, chances were
good we would be operating a much
scaled down DXpedition since it would
be at least a week before the next con-
tainer with the majority of our gear would
arrive.

This is where having somebody local
on the island who is familiar with the ins-

and-outs of importation comes in handy.
I can tell you – with absolute certainty –
that had we not had those channels in
place before shipping the gear, the results
would have been very different.

The importers made sure everything
was taken care of and when we arrived on
the island, all we had to do was visit their
office and claim the gear.  No red tape, no
missing gear, no problems – and it was
there with three full days to spare.  Talk
about cutting things close!

Fingers Crossed: The PJ
Callsign

Another 11th hour obstacle that loomed
was that of the callsigns. Normally the
Bureau of Telecommunications and Post
on Curacao (PJ2) issues licenses for
Bonaire and all of the Netherlands
Antilles islands.

However, because the Antilles was
being disbanded, there was no clear
authority with regard to licensing. Many
thought licenses for Bonaire would be
issued by Holland, but on the October 5
it was announced that the Bureau of
Telecommunications would continue
with licensing authority until at least
January 1, 2011.

Now we knew who was responsible for
issuing the licenses.  The question then
became can we get a special callsign for
this event in just a few days.  If you have
ever been to the Caribbean, you know
nothing happens very quickly.

And if you try to push things to make
them go faster, the usual result is that they
end up going slower.  The good news was

There are many types of wildlife on Bonaire. These two parrots were often found
sitting on the power lines across the street from our QTH. (Courtesy of NØVD)
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that we had a couple of contacts in the bureau that knew about
ham radio licensing and recognized we needed the special event
licenses issued quickly.  So late afternoon on Thursday, October
7 we received confirmation that the callsign PJ4D would be
issued and valid between October 10 and 22.  We were ecsta-
tic – another close call, but mission accomplished.

Pieces of the Puzzle in Place
With just a couple of days remaining before the team mem-

bers were set to depart for Bonaire, things seemed to be falling
into place.  Our gear was waiting for us on the island, our license
had finally been issued and about a week earlier the ARRL had
formally announced that the islands of the Netherlands Antilles
would indeed become new DXCC entities.  We were beginning
to feel confident all of our planning and hard work was about
to pay off.

Coming Up . . .
In next month’s column I will continue the story of PJ4D and

how we tried to minimize the impact on the bands – this was
the first time in history that four new DXCC entities came on
the air at the same time.

Also trying to deal with the monstrous pile-ups was a formi-
dable challenge and the DXers’ who’s who string of callsigns
that came during the first few days.

We could hear all of the guys who were knocked off the Honor
Roll with the four new DXCC entities.  In fact, it almost became
a game of Bingo for us as we worked the top echelon of DXers
around the world scrambling to regain their positions at the top
of the score card. But more on that next month . . . 

That’s it for this month’s column.  I look forward to hearing
your comments, complaints or whatever is on your mind.  If you
have a story or opinion you would like to share, please send it
to me at n0vd@dxcentral.com.  I’ll do my best to include it in
and upcoming column.  Also look for me on Facebook or Twitter
and until next time, see you in pileups!

“Here’s a look back at ‘The Boulevard’ from the seaside local hot spot Karel’s Bar,” NØVD points out.
(Courtesy of NØVD)
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